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Foreword
We face a sustainability challenge which far outweighs the capability of any one individual or company. Its
scale requires the business community to collaborate on the development and implementation of ESG
solutions.
Lawyers have a special part to play. With an intimate understanding of how businesses work, how they
measure, analyse, and disclose information to clients, employees, auditors, investors, and regulators,
lawyers are powerful conduits to building robust ESG frameworks. Thus, as valued and strategic influencers,
lawyers have the power to instigate and internalise change.
The General Co nsels Commi ee is a global hospi ali la ers for m Senior in-house counsels and
prominent international law firms have joined forces under the auspices of the EEA to drive change and
equip the hospitality industry with the legal and governance frameworks for the adoption of ESG across
every aspect of the business. The Committee works to achieve an exciting new vision of the world one
that is sustainable for all future generations and where everybody can prosper. This is a vision that
consumers and employees are increasingly demanding; it is one that investors are backing; and it is one for
which governments worldwide are legislating.
This he Commi ee s firs repor assesses he legal and rep a ional risks facing hospi ali b sinesses
from green ashing . The Committee is delighted to have collaborated with DLA Piper on this work. We
share a common vision of a world in which every hospitality business has achieved Net Zero Carbon, ESG
leadership, and where there should consequently be no incentive for any business to engage in
greenwashing. This report will help preserve the integrity of the hospitality industry by empowering its
leaders with information and guidance to avoid greenwashing.

Nadia Milligan
Susan Samuels
Chair, General Counsels Partner, DLA Piper
Committee

John Wilks
Partner, DLA Piper
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Introduction: empowering the hospitality sector to avoid accusations of greenwashing
Sustainable business travel policies are becoming commonplace. Hotels competing for corporate customers
must fulfil corporate sustainability mandates. Similarly, in response to leisure customers paying increased
attention to the sustainability qualifications of hotels, internet search engines and online travel agencies are
implementing filters enabling customers to search for only those hotels who claim to have sustainability
credentials. Consequently, hotels who claim to have such credentials will achieve prime positioning in
search results. Furthermore, evidence suggests that sustainability greatly improves competitiveness for
talent, as potential employees increasingly look to join companies who share their environmental and social
values.
In oda s highl compe i i e en ironmen more and more b sinesses are claiming green credentials based
on renewable power usage, saving water, eliminating single use plastics, respecting local communities, and
reducing waste. Whether a hospitality business has adopted sustainability practises or not, it is important
that decision-makers understand what data, if any, is required to substantiate sustainability claims. Failure
to do this may result in accusations of greenwashing which may materially and negatively impact their
brand.
For most companies, their brand is everything - it is the entire identity of a business. A brand represents
ho he b siness is percei ed b c s omers colleag es compe i ors in es ors a hori ies e er one I is
he s m of a compan s angible and in angible asse s i s prod c s ser ices and rep a ion Li iga ion and
regulatory cases, such as those mentioned below, not only have material adverse legal consequences, but
may have even more significant adverse impact on how people perceive and trust the brand.
Social media has an ever-increasing impact on the perception of brands. Hospitality businesses are all too
familiar with the consequences of negative customer reviews. However, given mounting public pressure on
businesses to integrate sustainability into all investments and operations, greenwashing accusations stand
to cause even deeper and longer-term damage to the reputation and the brand of a business.

The purpose of this report
This report aims to equip the hospitality industry with a summary of the current legal environment,
advertising regulatory codes, and guidance from UK authorities related to greenwashing. It equips
hospitality industry leaders with succinct information and advice to avoid greenwashing. The information
given in this report applies to all hospitality businesses, operating hotels or aparthotels in the UK. It also
applies to all international hospitality businesses who are marketing hotels to customers in the UK.
This report forms part of a larger, ongoing piece of work which is currently being undertaken by the
Committee to promote regulatory compliance and to empower the global hospitality industry to achieve
Net Zero Carbon, and to excel in ESG leadership, in scientifically robust and commercially sustainable ways.
The Committee will deliver ongoing modifications and updates to this report in line with peer review and
continual change in legislation, case law and guidance notes.
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What is greenwashing?
The term greenwashing was first used by environmentalist Jay Westerveld in 1986 when objecting to a
hotelier's practice of placing notices in hotel bathrooms asking guests to reuse their towels to save the
environment. Westerveld noted that there was little else to suggest that the hoteliers were interested in
reducing their environmental impact and that their interest in washing fewer towels seemed to be
motivated by concern to save costs rather than the environment. Since then, greenwashing has become a
common term used to describe the dissemination of misleading information by an organisation to present
an environmentally responsible public image.

Why is it problematic? The legal risk and the reputational risk
Not only is greenwashing unethical, but being accused of greenwashing can also have very significant
damaging and adverse reputational consequences for a business. This risk has increased in recent years
(and continues to increase), as consumers place greater importance on the environmental credentials of
the products and services they buy. As well as reputational risk there is legal risk, particularly where false or
misleading environmental claims are made in advertising. For example, in 2019 a major fuel company
rebranded itself with a name that implied it was no longer dependent on fossil fuel exploitation and put out
an ad campaign that focused on its low carbon products. However, an NGO complained to the UK National
Contact Point for the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises on the basis that 96% of the
ad er iser s e pendi res ere on oil and gas This ca sed he ad er iser o i hdra the ad campaign and
pledge to refrain from corporate reputation advertising amid claims of greenwashing.
Ho el brands green ashing prac ices s ch as signs ha read sa e he plane re se o els co pled i h
exaggerated claims of corporate social responsibility have impacted the hotel industry, as consumers
increasingly recognise that these green claims may be self-serving. There are also real legal and financial
risks in his area see he descrip ion of po en ial claims and reg la or breaches in he Are here an laws
in he UK agains green ashing sec ion of this report (below).
These risks can lead to potentially huge financial exposure: for example, in 2016, US$15.3 billion was paid to
settle various US public and private actions arising out of the Dieselgate’ emissions scandal (in which a wellkno n mo or man fac rer ar ificiall lo ered i s ehicles ni rogen o ide o p d ring es ing o pass
emission tests). To avoid greenwash-related legal, financial, and reputational risks, all environmentally
themed advertising campaigns and any representations made to the public and / or employees about a
b siness green-credentials, must be authentic, truthful and evidence-based.

Are there any laws in the UK against greenwashing?
There is no specific anti-greenwashing legislation in the UK yet, but there is more generally applicable
regulation which captures false or misleading environmental claims, as well as advertising code rules which
specifically cover environmental claims.
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First, there are the Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008 (CPUT Regs). Particularly
Regulation 5, which prohibits certain misleading commercial practices; and Regulation 6, which prohibits
certain commercial practices that mislead by omission, through omitting or hiding material information.
One of the requirements for an offence under either regulation is that the commercial practice must cause
or be likely to cause customers to enter a transaction when they would not otherwise have done so. The
regulations implement an EU Directive, so similar requirements apply across the EU. They are enforced by
Trading Standards and the Competition & Markets Authority (CMA), and ultimately the most serious
breaches could lead to criminal convictions (on indictment, maximum penalties are a two-year prison
sentence and / or an unlimited fine).
Secondly, there are the advertising regulatory codes, CAP and BCAP, which are enforced by the Advertising
Standards Authority (ASA). These contain similar, but more detailed, general prohibitions on misleading
advertising, and each has a chapter dedicated to environmental claims. They provide, among other things,
that:
-

The basis of environmental claims (and all terms used in them) must be clear;
Absolute claims must be supported by a high level of substantiation;
Comparative claims such as greener can be justified, if what is advertised provides a total
environmental benefit over that of the marketer s previous product or competitor products; and
The basis of the comparison is clear.

The ASA acts on complaints from the public, and proactively monitors for non-compliant advertising. Where
the ASA considers that advertising potentially breaches a code provision, it may initiate a formal
investigation. If that investigation concludes there was a breach of one (or more) of the code provisions, the
ASA Council will issue an adverse adjudication. Adverse ASA adjudications are published on he ASA s
website, and often attract significant negative press coverage.
Alternatively, it may be possible to bring a private tort claim, for example, for fraudulent misrepresentation
against an alleged green-washer, where a claimant can show they have suffered loss because of relying on a
false environmental claim. Such a claim would typically seek an injunction to stop the false claims being
made, and damages, based on loss sustained. There are various potential precedents for this. In the US case
of DeWind vs. Glenmore Wind Farm, a developer overstated the energy potential of a wind farm site and
was sued for misrepresentation. There are also numerous private claims which have arisen out of the
Dieselgate scandal. These included class actions brought by consumers and investors against the
manufacturer in the UK, the US and elsewhere. In addition, some commentators have argued that
greenwashing by businesses with a large market share could be tackled as an abuse of a dominant position,
contrary to UK and EU competition laws, which could lead to very substantial fines being levied by the UK
and EU competition authorities, up to 10% of global turnover.
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Guidance
The rules referenced above are high level, and so are of limited assistance when testing environmental
claims. Until recently, the UK Government Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (DEFRA)
issued guidance on making environmental claims, but this was brief and high level. The ASA has issued
various guidance notes on topics such as recycling, renewable electricity, electricity output and emissions,
organic foods, and carbon offsetting / neutrality, as well as on environmental claims more generally. But the
most detailed and up-to-da e g idance in he UK is he CMA s September 2021 Guidance on Environmental
Claims on Goods and Services. This guidance is relevant to both the Consumer Protection from Unfair
Trading Regulations; and the CAP / BCAP codes and can be found here. At the same time, the CMA launched
a snappier green claims code (which includes an interactive quiz and could be used as a training aid for
marketing departments). There is also a green claims code checklist for businesses to apply to their
advertising.

Regulator focus
As consumers increasingly base p rchasing decisions on a b siness s s s ainabili claims, both the ASA and
the CMA highlighted greenwashing as one of their focus areas. The CMA led a coordinated global sweep by
national consumer regulators of 500 randomly selected websites making environmental claims in January
2021. Astonishingly, they found that 40% of the sites were making misleading environmental claims. The
CMA s report expressed particular concern at the use of vague and unclear terms such as eco and
sustainable without adequate explanation, and own brand eco-labels. The CMA has said it intends to follow
up the launch of its recent guidance (see section above) on this area with:
-

A compliance campaign;
Compliance monitoring in 2022 (it has separa el said his ill incl de a full review of misleading
green claims, both on and offline ); and
Potential enforcement action starting in early 2022.

The CMA has specifically named travel as one of the sectors consumers are most concerned about,
indicating that it will give the sector a high priority.
For its part, the ASA has launched a Climate Change and the Environment Project, which includes proactive
monitoring sing new technology tools updating guidance, and prioritising misleading and harmful green
claims for enforcement action. One of its higher profile environmental adjudications in recent years found
ha R anair s claim on television and radio adverts to be Europe's lowest emissions airline was misleading
and the airline had failed to substantiate its environmental claims. The ASA banned R anair s ad er s, ruling
that
hen making en ironmen al claims he need adeq a e e idence o s bs an ia e hem and he
basis of those claims should be made clear The ASA s adj dica ion was the subject of media coverage
(including by the BBC, Reuters, and major newspapers), attracting negative publicity. Environmental groups
also acc sed R anair of greenwashing instead of tackling its emissions
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Practical tips to mitigate accusations of greenwashing
It is advisable to audit existing claims and to check compliance with the CAP / BCAP codes. This audit should
check whether there is robust, credible, and up-to-date evidence to substantiate environmental and
sustainability claims. For example, is the evidence vetted by a qualified and independent third party (as is
the case with BREEAM assessments)? Moving forward, legal and marketing teams should, on an on-going
basis, collaborate to ensure that vague or general statements claiming sustainable credentials are avoided.
Correct internal processes should be implemented to ensure that businesses are compliant with CAP / BCAP
codes. The following points should help steer hospitality businesses in the right direction when carrying out
such audits:
1. Use clear claim terms and consider claim qualifications
-

Review communications to ensure consumers may understand the terms used. Avoid complex
jargon. Be wary of vague buzzwords like green / natural / eco / environmentally-friendly . The
ASA has tended to uphold complaints against the use of such phrases, and consumer research
indicates these terms do not resonate with consumers:
UK consumer understanding of environment related buzzwords
Labels that encourage purchase

Labels that discourage purchase

Biodegradable

Powered by nature

Recycled

Organic

Recyclable

Eco-friendly

Carbon neutral

Green

Sustainable

Natural

Source: survey by Onbuy.com of 3446 participants, January 2020

-

It therefore follows that describing a hotel as an eco-resort or similar, could be found
misleading if here is no con incing e idence of he en e s lo en ironmen al impac rela i e
to competing hotels;

-

Ensure your claims are self-explanatory. If additional information is needed to clarify the claim,
give this sufficient prominence so that consumers will see it (for example, asterisk and legible
disclaimer).

2. Ensure you have clear and robust evidence to substantiate the claim before you make it by:
-

Working out whether it is measurable;

-

Working out how, practically, you will evidence it (for example, how can you prove towels are
not unnecessarily changed. Consider asking contractors and suppliers to capture evidence and
report data);
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-

Gathering and preserving the evidence / data and ensuring the data supports the claim;

-

Inviting an independent organisation to test and confirm (the CMA guidance indicates that such
evidence is stronger than in-house evidence);

-

Ensuring data is robust, credible, current, uncontroversial, referenced, and available;

-

Basing evidence on real-world conditions (so the conditions for gathering the data should not be
artificially skewed to procure a favourable result);

-

Insisting evidence is scientifically robust; and

-

Making transparent claims. For example, carbon off-setting claims should explain the scheme
adopted for measuring emissions, and whether you are reducing emissions or merely off-setting
them. Where possible, claims should be based on recognised standards and measurements
capable of objective and independent verification (for example, BREEAM).

3. Claims about future targets (for example, ‘commitment to reduce carbon emissions by x% by
2030’) must be feasible and progress updates must be published
-

The CMA s g idance gi es an e ample of a res a ran pledging o c food as e b
b he
end of the year, but in reality, having no clear plan for how this will be achieved nor any process
to measure progress. Such a claim would be misleading.

4. Avoid implying that products / services have environmental benefits through use of logos / labels

if this is not true
-

A false implication that a hotel is environmentally certified or accredited will mislead;

-

Reference to a genuine independent environmental accreditation scheme is fine if the advertiser
is accredited and the reference is accurate, but otherwise is likely to mislead. The CMA
recommend providing information allowing the consumer to verify that the hotel is a member of
such scheme (for example, a link o he scheme s ebsi e

-

Adoption of a naturally themed logo could, depending on the context, be misleading, if the
company / product does not offer a real environmental benefit. The CMA guidance states that
sing a green leaf s mbol on a bookings ebsi e i h trusted eco holiday provider is likely to
mislead, as it would be unclear what environmental benefit was being claimed. Adopting logos
which imply independent certification when in fact no such certification exists is likely to
mislead.
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Non-environmental sustainability claims
Hoteliers should also be mindful of the wider risks associated with purpose washing misleading claims as
to the positive social or governance credentials of a hotel brand can lead to similar reputational harm as
green ashing claims The CMA s ne g idance applies no j s o en ironmen al claims b also o he
wider category of sustainability claims in general, which also includes claims as to such issues as
biodi ersi animal elfare orkers elfare and corpora e social responsibili This ider meaning of
the term sustainable should be borne in mind if ever seeking to describe a business or service as
sustainable
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Webinars on ESG / Advertising
DLA Piper has recently launched a vlog series examining: Sustainability / ESG issues in advertising
internationally (see here), and previously held a webinar on Sustainability / ESG and Advertising covering
the US, France, UK, China and Australia (see here).

Further information
Visit the Energy & Environment Alliance website www.eea.international or send an email to
info@eea.international.

Disclaimer
The law of this publication is stated at 9 December 2021. This publication is intended as a general overview
and discussion of the subjects dealt with and does not create a lawyer-client relationship. It is not intended
to be, and should not be used as, a substitute for taking legal advice in any specific situation. The Energy &
Environment Alliance and DLA Piper will accept no responsibility for any actions taken or not taken on the
basis of this publication. This may qualify as Lawyer Advertising requiring notice in some jurisdictions. Prior
results do not guarantee a similar outcome.
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